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Summary  

◦Background; KOS lessons from 

the past 

◦Context of SCIE/SCO project 

◦Challenges to be addressed 

◦Structural options and choices 

◦Outcomes 



A working IR system needs KOS 

embedded in a workflow jigsaw 

Vocabulary 

management software 

indexing/tagging software 

search/browsing software 



A few more things I’ve learned  

 If you don’t make it easy for indexers, they won’t 

use a thesaurus properly; 

 Plus they need training, incentives and quality 

control; 

 As for searchers, it’s very difficult to get them to 

use a thesaurus at all; 

 Nowadays, we must find ways to use KOS behind 

the scenes; 

 Where KOS is exposed, it must be easy/appealing 

to navigate and apply; 

 A taxonomy (browse tool) is usually more 

appealing than a thesaurus (search tool). 

 



The context at SCIE in 2012, 

following a usability study 
 Complete redevelopment of SCO database, 

including: 

◦ New search functionality 

◦ User interface 

◦ Content coverage review 

 One component to be a review and 

redevelopment of existing SCO subject 

taxonomy 

 NB in view of funding cutbacks, SCIE may 

need to adjust its business model 

 

 



Taxonomy review terms of 

reference (abbreviated) 
 Review the current structure, especially the top 

terms; 

 Advise on a polyhierarchical approach; 

 Recommend a structural model that allows for 

regular updating, in view of frequent terminological 

and structural changes in the sector; 

 Advise on the use of compound terms, pre- and 

post-coordinated indexing; 

 Improve accuracy of hierarchical relationships, so 

that search explosion gives better results; 

 Review coverage of current terms and highlight 

gaps in coverage. 



Terms of reference (structural 

aspects emphasi) 
 Review the current structure, especially the top 

terms; 

 Advise on a polyhierarchical approach; 

 Recommend a structural model that allows for 

regular updating, in view of frequent terminological 

and structural changes in the sector; 

 Advise on the use of compound terms, pre- and 

post-coordinated indexing; 

 Improve accuracy of hierarchical relationships, 

so that search explosion gives better results; 

 Review coverage of current terms and highlight 

gaps in coverage. 



Interface top level in 2012 

 
 



Taxonomy expansion was easy - 

and popular 
 



Parameters of existing taxonomy 

Preferred terms 1099 

Non-preferred terms   680 

Top terms     15 

Associative relationships   418 

Scope notes   246 

History notes       0 

Node labels       0 

Polyhierarchy?    No 



Existing approach had evident 

strengths, but underlying weaknesses: 

 Top level headings a mix of facets and 

subject areas, with potential overlaps 

 Hard to predict where to browse to find a 

given concept 

 Lack of hierarchical rigour makes search 

explosion fallible 

 Unclear if the KOS is really a taxonomy or a 

thesaurus 

 Unclear whether you are browsing a 

resource collection or a vocabulary 

 



Top level headings a mix of 

facets and subject areas 
benefits and personal finance 

criminal justice, law and rights 

education, training and employment 

families, children and young people 

government and social policy 

health and health care 

housing and environment 

living and life events 

management and organisational development 

mental health and mental health care 

people, groups and communities 

physical and learning disabilities 

research and evaluation 

social care services 

social work and social workers 



Hierarchical content hard to 

predict; explosion results weird  
families, children and young people 

. babies 

.. premature babies 

. child care 

. child day care 

.. after school care 

.. child minding 

.. nurseries 

.. playgroups 

. child development 

.. adolescence 

. child support 

. children 

.. adopted children 

.. boys 

.. children in need 

.. emotionally disturbed children 

.. foster children 

.. girls 

.. hyperactive children 

.. looked after children 

.. pre-school children 

.. school children 

.. vulnerable children 

. contact 

.. child custody 

... joint custody 

. families 

.. birth families 

.. single parent families 

.. step families 

. family members 

.. grandparents 

.. parents 

... adoptive parents 

... birth parents 

... fathers 

... mothers 

... non-resident parents 

... parents with learning disabilities 

... separated parents 

... teenage parents 

.. relatives 

.. siblings 

... triplets 

... twins 

. family relations 

.. family reunification 

.. parent-child relations 

.. step relationships 

. parenting 

.. discipline 

.. parental responsibility 

.. parental rights 

.. parental role 

. pregnancy 

.. abortion 

.. multiple pregnancy 

.. surrogacy 

.. teenage pregnancy 

.. unborn children 

. runaways 

. wardship 

. young adults 

. young people 

 



Examples of relationship 

problems in existing taxonomy 
psychiatric day centres 

BT  psychiatric care 

RT  day centres 

 

prostitution 

UF prostitutes 

      sex workers 

BT crime 

 

diabetes 

UF  diabetics 

BT  diseases 



Are you browsing a collection or a 

vocabulary? Thesaurus or taxonomy? 

 



Archetypal search interface 



Dyed-in-the-wool browsing 



Combination of searching and browsing; taxonomy half-hidden 





Some more little things I’ve 

learned  
 People often like to 

search/browse/filter in combination. 

 It’s good to see some sample hits as 

you go along. 

 Faceted search comes intuitively only 

if the facets are mutually exclusive. 

 A KOS optimised for browsing is not 

usually optimal for searching, and vice 

versa. 



Here you can’t see hits as you browse; you 

can’t use categories to disambiguate 

 



Enough of the challenges; what 

to do? 
 Decide what functions the vocabulary 

needs to support: 

◦ searching? 

◦ browsing? 

◦ filtering? 

◦ a combination? 

 NB Starting with a clean slate is not an 

option; the existing terms have been 

used to index ~150,000 items 

 



Structural options discussed 

A. Restructure the taxonomy as a faceted thesaurus, using 
strict rules of hierarchy  

B. Split the taxonomy into two vocabularies, comprising 
index/search terms and broad browsing categories 
respectively. This option can be further subdivided into 
two, depending on whether:   

1. the subject/browsing categories are just a short 
unstructured list of filters, or  

2. the subject categories form a structured taxonomy, 2-3 
levels deep. 

C. Hybrid taxonomy, with the top levels mostly comprising 
broad subject terms and loose rules of hierarchy, but 
stricter rules are followed where reliable search 
explosion is needed. 



Option C: Hybrid taxonomy – the 

least change option 
 This would deliver thesaurus power for 

search terms at the lower level, with 

explosion working properly, while still 

supporting browsing at the top 2 levels 

 Customer loyalty maintained 

 Need for software change minimised 

 But – doesn’t resolve all the observed 

problems. It’s a fudge. 

 



Option B1: Split into two – a proper 

thesaurus + a set of subject filters 

 Following ISO25964-1 rules leads to a 

stronger search vocabulary; 

 Search explosion works properly; 

 More RTs to support lateral navigation; 

 Top terms could be 100+ and it would not 

matter; 

 Disambiguation enabled by subject filters, 

e.g: 

 

 

 

adult services 

children’s/family services 

older people 

mental health 

disability 

direct care 



Option B2: As B1, but filters 

expanded to 2-3 levels deep 
 Same advantages as B1, plus 

 Affords opportunity for browsing 

database. 

 Could match some categories to key 

user groups. 

 Disambiguation opportunities enhanced. 

 But more work is involved – user testing 

and software development as well as 

taxonomy construction. 

 

 



Option A: Fully faceted thesaurus 

 A Rolls-Royce thesaurus, with ISO 25964-1 

rules followed and the structural problems 

fixed 

 Main difficulties are: 

◦ Learning curve for users (and staff) 

◦ Lack of tools for construction 

◦ Lack of tools for implementation, including 

export/import 

 NB you don’t need all the power of faceted 

classification if you don’t have books to 

shelve in linear order. 

 



Option B2 was chosen 

 In summary - Split the old taxonomy into two 
vocabularies: a thesaurus of index/search 
terms and a taxonomy of broad browsing 
categories structured to 2-3 levels. 

 The new taxonomy should respond to an 
earlier consultant’s call for effective filter 
categories: 

“The ability to filter out information specific to 
children’s or adults’ services would have 
significantly enhanced SCO’s effectiveness for the 
majority of user journeys conducted in this review” 

 



Work began – based on painstaking 

scrutiny of how index terms had been used 

 

Credit: Gary Hovland 

© Bridgeman Art Library 



Vocabulary parameters before 

and after 
Existing 

taxonomy 

New thesaurus 

Preferred terms 1099 1159 

Non-preferred terms   680 1766 

Top terms     15    49 

Associative relationships   418 3116 

Scope notes   246   305 

History notes       0   124 

Node labels       0       0 

Polyhierarchy?    No   Yes 



Next steps 

 Develop small new browsing taxonomy 

 Back-file clean-up 

 Resolve remaining queries 

 Integrate thesaurus with search functionality 

and interfaces 

 Integrate thesaurus with indexing module 

 Maintain thesaurus  

 Training strategy 

 



Don’t forget the KOS needs 

embedding in a workflow jigsaw 

Vocabulary 

management software 

indexing/tagging software 

search/browsing software 



Potential benefits of 

vocabulary implementation 
• Removal of user confusion about what is being 

browsed - the vocabulary per se, or the database 
content; 

• Search precision increased, as a result of 
improved specificity and resolution of ambiguous 
search terms; 

• Search recall improved, as synonyms and 
relationships are exploited in simple search; 

• Selective search expansion available on demand; 

• “Did you mean..” choices informed by near-
matches from the thesaurus; 

• Search refinement easier, when taxonomy filters 
remove irrelevant noise; 

 

 



More potential benefits of 

vocabulary implementation 
• Results ranking/clustering, exploiting thesaurus 

terms/structure; 

• Clarification of specialised terminology available 
via display of enhanced scope notes; 

• Indexing quality improved as a result of thesaurus 
navigation tools. 

• Formulation of complex search statements easier 
for advanced users with access to thesaurus 
navigation interface; 

• Search explosion available for experienced users; 

• Thesaurus navigation features can be presented 
as an extra benefit to subscribers 

 



The new site – a work in progress? 


